GETTING THERE
Cobh, nestled on the edge of the Atlantic provides some of the most inspiring areas of
natural beauty in the world and a multitude of ways to enjoy them.
Located 30 minutes from Cork Airport and Ringaskiddy Ferry Port, Knockeven
House is the perfect base when visiting the scenic southwest.

TIMELESS ELEGANCE
Tailor Made for peace and quiet, this 1840 period house offers the perfect respite
from the hectic pace of everyday life, to the finest traditions of Irish Country House
hospitality.


Rushbrooke, Cobh, Co. Cork, Ireland.
Tel: 353-21-4811778 Fax: 353-21-4811719
Email: info@knockevenhouse.com www.knockevenhouse.com

LUXURIOUS GUEST ACCOMMODATION

SUMPTUOUS SLUMBER

PEACEFUL SURROUNDINGS

Splendid oversized guest rooms are individually decorated with impeccable taste and style.
Gracious living is evident through the authentic design of fabrics and the exquisite detail of
furniture.

There is a unique warmth and sense of serenity at Knockeven House. It recaptures the
charm of the past quietude in a relaxing friendly atmosphere.
Guests will always be welcomed and treated as esteemed visitors in this private home.
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